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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Problem Area 
In Denmark, cycling is a big part of people’s everyday lives. According to the Official Website of                                 
Denmark (n.d. (c)), some of Copenhagen's largest cycling lanes have up to 40,000 cyclists passing a                               
day. The bicycle is a normal type of transportation in most European countries and the interest in cycling                                   
as a means of transportation is increasing worldwide (European Cyclists’ Federation 2013). There are                           
many reasons to promote more cycling. For instance, cycling is the most environmental, economic and                             
socially sustainable means of transport (Pucher and Buehler 2012). Most governments are trying to                           
increase the number of cyclists and the safety of cyclists. These two things are linked because by making                                   
cycling more safe, or presenting it as a safe activity, more people would want to cycle (Jacobsen,                                 
Racioppi and Rutter 2009). According to Pucher and Buehler (2012, Kindle location 2599), “Of the                             
three main elements determining serious cyclist injuries ­ the road design and condition, the motorist, and                               
the cyclist ­ the cyclist in the most studied”. Because it is the most researched area when discussing                                   
cycling, we chose to focus on the cyclist, i.e. to focus on how the cyclists can prevent risk. Head injuries                                       
are a common and serious consequence of many bicycle­related accidents, where they count for 35 to                               
40 percent of paediatric hospitalisations and death resulting from bicycle trauma (Macpherson and                         
Spinks 2009). Based on these statistics, it may therefore be arguable that head injuries are a big                                 
concern when discussing a possible problem area within cycling. As we will mention later, we have                               
found that some campaigns aim to promote bicycle helmets based on these findings. The debate on                               
whether or not helmets are indeed proven to be beneficial is a heated one. Some researchers have                                 
found that bicycle helmets are not as efficient as many people might think they are. As some studies                                   
point out, helmets minimally protect the cyclists’ temporal area, and not the sides of the head (Trauma                                 
2007). Another issue when talking about the efficiency of bicycle helmets is the fact that most often                                 
when a cyclist with a helmet is hit by a car, the fact that he/she is wearing a helmet does not make a                                             
difference (Sibert 1996). So the aim of the project is to find out how efficient bicycle helmets are, and                                     
why there are so many campaigns in Denmark which promote the usage of helmets despite the lack of                                   
evidence proving that helmets are efficient. The project will start off by give a background of both how                                   
the culture of cycling in Denmark has progressed, as well as how the perception of bicycle helmets in                                   
Denmark has changed in the last decade. To evaluate the efficiency of bicycle helmets, we will apply                                 
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theories, i.e. risk compensation, risk perception, safety in numbers, the cautioness of the cyclists,                           
discouragement theory, the helmet discourse. The project will then have a chapter investigating if the                             
promotion of bicycle helmets is comparable to the concepts “culture of fear” and “risk society”. 
1.2 Hypothesis 
Over the last 3 decades, the Danish government and cycling organisations have become more                           
pro­helmets, but from a theoretical point of view the efficiency of bicycle helmets is questionable, and                               
the promotion of helmets is largely based on fear. 
1.3 Research Question 
How has the stance towards bicycle helmet usage at a government/organisation level developed in                           
Denmark over the last 3 decades, how is it today, and how does it affect cycling (according to different                                     
theories), and how can the Danish government/cycling organisations’ promotion of helmets be                       
compared to the culture of fear and risk society? 
 
Working Questions 
● How has cycling, and the stance towards bicycle helmets, developed at a general level in                             
Denmark over the last hundred years. 
● Analysis of the stance towards bicycle helmet usage which is adopted by the Danish government                             
and by Danish cycling organisations. 
● Discussion about the theories that argue for and against the choice of helmet usage given the                               
current debate in Denmark. 
● How can bicycle helmet promotion in Denmark be compared to culture of fear and risk society? 
1.3.1 Delimitation of Field of Research 
We have decided to use Denmark as our case country. We could have studied other countries, such as                                   
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Canada or Australia, which also have literature concerning                         
bicycling and helmets. Denmark is the first country we chose to study, and initially we thought of writing                                   
exclusively about Denmark and even more specifically about Copenhagen, but we realised that the                           
project then would have been too descriptive. Then we considered comparing Denmark and Australia,                           
primarily because Australia has a full helmet legislation (Western Australian Consolidation Regulations                       
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1989), while Denmark has no regulations concerning the helmet usage. This we realised might have                             
been too broad, since we would have had to go in depth about both case countries, or we would have                                       
risked having a superficial project.  
Our project will not look at the individual health benefits of cycling. We have found a large amount of                                     
literature supporting the health benefits cycling has, such as improving life expectancy. We felt however                             
that the health aspect of cycling lacked a problem within the social science spectrum. From the                               
beginning, we found that the only critical aspect of cycling was the safety aspect. After deciding to work                                   
on the safety aspect, we found out that there were three approaches to this aspect, i.e. infrastructure,                                 
motorists and cyclists. Our issue with writing specifically about the infrastructure or the motorists was                             
that the majority of the literature about safety was focusing on cyclists, as they are the weakest link in                                     
the equation, and more specifically about bicycle helmets. Focusing on the cyclists means to focus on                               
what the cyclists can do to improve their safety and prevent safety risk, but not for instance what                                   
motorists could do to prevent accidents with cyclists from happening. However, we focused only on                             
what the government and cycling organisations has to say about cyclists, instead of, for instance,                             
focusing on interviews of cyclists themselves saying what they thought about the usage of bicycle helmets                               
and the risk accompanied by cycling. 
Our problem area is not focused on any specific demographic group, such as age or gender. The focus                                   
could have been on cyclists under the age of 18, but our issue with this perspective was that the focus                                       
would again be too narrow, thus excluding much of the literature that we had found. Some campaigns                                 
promoting the usage of bicycle helmets, focus specifically on children and young people, which we could                               
have focused on as well. But in our project, we wanted to compare and draw parallels between the                                   
stances of the government and cycling organisations, and in order to do this we would need as much                                   
literature as possible. Therefore we could not limit ourselves to only look at the stances concerning the                                 
usage of bicycle helmets for the youth; we had to look at helmet usage for all cyclists. 
For this project, we decided to collect qualitative data. This implies that we chose qualitative data as                                 
opposed to either quantitative data or mixed methods approach. We chose not to base our literature on                                 
quantitative data, firstly because our analysis of Denmark is focused on the opinions of the Danish                               
government and Danish cycling organisations. Their opinions can be found on websites with qualitative                           
data rather than quantitative data. The second reason for not choosing quantitative data was that our                               
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project is largely based on theories. If we had used quantitative data, we could perhaps have                               
constructed some of our own theories, but we decided to work with theories which have already been                                 
formulated by other scholars. We chose not to use a mixed methods approach because of the fact that                                   
only qualitative data was gathered during the research of this project. 
1.4 Project Design 
A guideline of the rest of the project will now be presented in order to create a better understanding of                                       
each chapter and what it will entail. In this first chapter, the methods of the project will be introduced to                                       
present the reader with the thoughts we have had concerning the project, and how we will proceed from                                   
this point. In this section we will also present the different types data, which we are using throughout the                                     
project. In the second chapter, the theories of the project will be introduced and explained, together                               
with the concepts. The theories will be explained with point of departure in cycling and risk, and we will                                     
also present how each theory is relevant in accordance to the project, and how it will be used in the                                       
project. In the third chapter, the development of cycling in Denmark over the last three decades will be                                   
introduced. This will provide the reader with a historical understanding of the present cycling society in                               
Denmark. In the fourth chapter, the analysis will be made. The focus will be on the current situation                                   
concerning bicycle helmet usage in Denmark. The stances adopted by the Danish government and                           
Danish cycling organisations, such as the Danish Cyclists’ Federation (Cyklistforbundet), the Cycling                       
Embassy of Denmark, The Danish Traffic Safety Board (Rådet for Sikker Trafik) and                         
Copenhagenize.com, will be analysed and compared to each other. In the fifth chapter, we will focus on                                 
the theories that argue for and against the choice of bicycle helmet usage, given the current debate in                                   
Denmark. This chapter will be take the form of a discussion and the arguments found in the fourth                                   
chapter will also be used in this chapter. In the sixth chapter, the focus will be on bicycle helmet                                     
promotion in Denmark in relation to culture of fear and risk society. Finally, in the seventh chapter, the                                   
conclusion will be presented. The gathered knowledge from all the previous chapters will be used to                               
test our hypothesis and thus, to answer the research question of the project. 
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1.5 Methodology 
We have decided to use a deductive approach, i.e. we have formulated a hypothesis and then we have                                   
tried to prove it. Our first step was to formulate this hypothesis: “Over the last 3 decades, the Danish                                     
government and cycling organisations have become more pro­helmets, but from a theoretical point of                           
view the efficiency of bicycle helmets is questionable, and the promotion of helmets is largely based on                                 
fear”. We chose to use Denmark as our case country, because Denmark has a very prominent bicycle                                 
culture (Denmark.dk ­ The Official Website of Denmark, n.d. (a)), and therefore the inherent problems                             
within a bicycle culture, should also be present in Denmark. We chose to look into what the government                                   
and cycling organisations had to say about bicycle helmet usage and promotion and risk. The hypothesis                               
was also a help to formulate the different working questions that we will be using in this project. 
The project is based on qualitative data about the Danish government and the cycling organisations                             
which we mainly found on their websites; on two books, one about city cycling, and another about risk                                   
and the culture of fear; on studies which combine the usage of theories and empirical data; and on an                                     
audio­visual source, namely a video of a speech on Youtube. 
The websites we used were official websites of the Danish government and websites of cycling                             
organisations and actors. We used them to understand the stance of the government and the cycling                               
organisations on bicycle helmet usage. To find these websites, we used Google.com as our search                             
engine. We then searched for the following keywords: Cycling, Denmark, Helmets, Statistics and                         
Campaigns. Among those websites, www.copenhagenize.com (Andersen 2014 (c)) was of special                     
interest in the sense that it provided us with a link to a Youtube video.  
The Youtube video we used is a recording of a speech that Mikael Colville­Andersen (TEDxTalks                             
2012) gave for TEDxTalks about why cyclists should not wear a helmet. This video was useful to                                 
understand Andersen’s stance towards the usage of bicycle helmets for Chapter 4 in which he will be                                 
described as the only “actor” in the helmet discourse in Denmark against the usage of bicycle helmets.                                 
From this video we also got the inspiration to write about Frank Furedi’s concept of the culture of fear                                     
by using the book called “A Philosophy of Fear” (Svendsen 2011), which was mentioned in the                               
speech given by Andersen. 
This book mentions most topics and theories within the aspect of culture of fear and risk. This book has                                     
helped us come up with new concepts for the project, and it has also given us a new, more                                     
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socio­scientific, perspective and approach, i.e. the culture of fear, which we will adopt throughout the                             
project. 
We also used many studies, with somewhat similar structures. Each study usually presented one theory,                             
such as risk compensation, often with the help of surveys or statistics. For instance, for the risk                                 
compensation theory, we used a study by Phillips, Fyhri, and Sagberg (2011). In this study, a survey                                 
was conducted with cyclists with and without bicycle helmets after they has cycled down a hill which                                 
ended at a traffic junction, and then it explained the theory of risk compensation which was based on                                   
findings of the survey.  
We found the studies which presented the theories, by searching into several socio­scientific online                           
databases. We almost exclusively made use of SocINDEX, Web of Science and Academic Search                           
Premier. Within these search engines, we searched for a set of keywords including; “Cycling Safety”,                             
“Cycling Helmets”, “Cycling Helmets Theories”, “Perceived risk”, “Cycling Denmark” and “Cycling                     
Organisation Denmark”.  
We searched for relevant literature within the references of the studies we would find. The most                               
noteworthy piece of literature we found this way is a book called “City Cycling” (Pucher and Buehler                                 
2012). This book we found by searching for “Cycling” in the Academic Search Premier database,                             
where we found the study (Auto)Ethnography and Cycling by Jonas Larsen (Larsen J 2013). By                             
reading through his references, we found the book City Cycling (Pucher and Buehler 2012). This book                               
mentions most of the topics and theories within cycling. Chapter 7 in this book is about safety, and it                                     
presents many theories about bicycle helmets and their usage. Not only have we used this book as a                                   
reference, but we have also examined the book’s references, and thereby gotten other useful literature                             
within the research area. The two of books that we have used have had an important meaning for this                                     
project, because of the extensive data and knowledge they provide while being unbiased. The two                             
books have made it a lot simpler for us to decide on which theories we would use and they have given                                         
us ideas of how we can link these theories and with our concepts. 
As can be noted, our research for literature was not a linear process; it was an iterative process.                                   
However, because we used specific online databases and a set of specific keywords for our data                               
selection, we feel that our project is to a great extent replicable. 
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Chapter 2 - Theory  
As mentioned in the methodology, we have used a deductive approach in this project, which means that                                 
we will need theories in order to prove or disprove our hypothesis. This also means that theories are                                   
needed in order for our research to go any further. Theories are usually formulated in order to explain,                                   
predict, and understand phenomena, and often theories are also used to challenge and extend existing                             
knowledge (USC Libraries 2014). All the theories which are applied in this project, have been found by                                 
reading through our conducted research, as was explained in the methodology. The theories will be                             
explained in depth in the following sub­headings together with how the theories will be used throughout                               
the project. All the theories will be explained with a point of departure in cycling and risk, and with a                                       
specific focus on bicycle helmets where it is possible. After the theories have been presented, the                               
concepts will be presented.  
 
Risk Compensation and Risk Perception 
As Finucane et al. (2005) state, risk can be seen in two different ways, as feelings and as analysis.                                     
When using risk as feelings, you refer to the individuals’ instinctive and intuitive reactions to danger,                               
whereas risk as analysis focuses on reason, logic and scientific deliberation to bear on risk management.                               
Finucane et al. (2005) describe reliance on risk as feelings as “the affect heuristic”. 
In the risk perception theory we also look at the affect heuristic. We will argue that the affect heuristic                                     
overrules the risk as analysis. An analogy can be drawn between the lottery and using a bicycle helmet.                                   
In both these scenarios the benefits of either winning the lottery or wearing a bicycle helmet take up so                                     
much space in the mind of the people, that there is no room left to consider that the risk of losing the                                           
lottery or getting hit by a motorist is still very big. 
When talking about cycling, the debate often falls on danger and safety. Therefore, reducing danger and                               
increasing safety are often prerequisites for encouraging cycling (Gehl 2010, Jacobsen, Racioppi and                         
Rutter 2009). As we will talk about in the concepts section, bicycle helmets are mostly promoted as a                                   
positive means for cyclists to protect themselves, although by promoting and wearing bicycle helmets, a                             
false perception that cycling is an unusually risky activity might be transmitted, since the importance for                               
cyclists to protect themselves is stressed a lot (Lorenc et al. 2008). The perceived risk of cycling usually                                   
exceed the actual risk of cycling though. In accordance to the following theory; risk compensation, the                               
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perceived risk of cyclists decreases when they wear a bicycle helmet, but only due to the affect                                 
heuristic, not due to risk analysis. 
The risk compensation theory is closely connected to the aforementioned risk perception. The risk                           
perception theory explained how the risk of cycling may be promoted as higher than the actual risk.                                 
Whereas when wearing a helmet, risk compensation has the opposite effect. This theory states that by                               
wearing a bicycle helmet, the cyclists get a false image of safety, which leads to them feeling less                                   
vulnerable, and thereby becoming less cautious and taking more chances (Elvik 2011; Phillips, Fyhri,                           
and Sagberg 2011). This behaviour leads the cyclists to expose themselves to a greater risk of getting                                 
hit by motorists (Adams et al. 2001). 
Both the perceived risk theory and the risk compensation theory will be applied in the discussion in                                 
chapter 5, concerning the theories that argue for and against the choice of bicycle helmet usage, given                                 
the current debate in Denmark. Both theories will be used in order to support the argument against                                 
helmet usage. The risk perception theory is against the usage of helmets, since the perception of cycling                                 
being an unusually risky activity can lead to a decrease in the level of cycling (Jacobsen, Racioppi and                                   
Rutter 2009). Whereas risk compensation theory is against the usage of helmets, since the theory states                               
that using a bicycle helmet leads the cyclists to have a false image of safety, and thereby end up with a                                         
more reckless behaviour (Elvik 2011; Phillips, Fyhri, and Sagberg 2011; Adams et al. 2001), which can                               
reduce the safety of the cyclists. 
 
Safety in numbers 
The previous theories about risk perception and risk compensation present helmet usage as leading to                             
respectively a decrease in the level of cycling and a reduction in the safety of the cyclists. Especially the                                     
risk perception theory, which states that with the perception of cycling being an unusually risky activity,                               
the level of cycling can decrease (Jacobsen, Racioppi and Rutter 2009), is important to have in mind,                                 
when looking at this theory since the number of cyclists is of the essence in this theory. 
The safety in numbers theory states that the higher the number of cyclists is, the safer each individual                                   
cyclist is. The risk that cyclists face from motorists are not constant, but they decrease as the level of                                     
cycling in an area increases (Jacobsen 2003). Therefore in order to improve the safety of cyclists,                               
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cycling should be promoted heavily. It can be argued that by making cycling a more established part of                                   
the society, as it is in Denmark and the Netherland, motorists will respect cyclists more. 
The safety in numbers theory will be applied in the discussion in chapter 5. The safety in numbers theory                                     
will be connected to the theory of risk perception, and thereby it will be used to support the argument                                     
against helmet usage. The safety in numbers theory clearly states that the safety of cyclists increases                               
proportionally to the number of cyclists. Therefore, if the usage of bicycle helmets can lead to a reduced                                   
number of cyclists, it will also reduce the safety of cyclists. Promoting bicycle helmets could thus have                                 
the perverse effect of increasing death among those who continue to cycle (Komanoff 2001). 
 
It is the cautious cyclists who wears bicycle helmet. 
As mentioned in the perceived risk theory, bicycle helmets are often promoted in order to increase the                                 
safety of cyclists, but this gives people a false perception of cycling as a risky activity instead (Lorenc et                                     
al. 2008). And according to the risk compensation theory, the perceived risk of cyclists decreases as                               
soon as they start wearing a helmet due to the affect heuristic. 
This theory about cautiousness thinks otherwise. This theory is a critique of studies that have proven the                                 
usage of bicycle helmets to be efficient. The theory argues that the sample groups used in those studies                                   
are cyclists who wither decided to wear a bicycle helmet or has agreed to do it. Therefore those cyclists                                     
care about their safety, and they are inclined to be cautious and aware of their surroundings when                                 
cycling on the road (Wellcome 2013). This theory therefore questions the legitimacy of studies claiming                             
bicycle helmets to be able to improve the safety of the individual cyclist. Some scholars who support this                                   
theory reduce the bicycle helmet to a simple “marker” for cyclists who are in less severe crashes, rather                                   
than a tool contributing to reductions in the level of injury (Spaite et al . 1991).  
This theory about cautioness will be applied in the discussion in chapter 5. The theory is hard to place                                     
on either side of the argument, since the cautious cyclists already wear bicycle helmets, and therefore                               
they would not get affected by the promotion of bicycle helmet usage. When looking at this theory by                                   
itself, without it being connected to the other theories, we have chosen to use the theory in order to                                     
support the argument for helmet usage. The theory is for helmet usage, due to the simple fact that the                                     
cyclists who wear bicycle helmets already are more careful, therefore they are less likely to be in                                 
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accidents (Wellcome 2013). Therefore these cyclists would not lose any benefits because of the                           
promotion of bicycle helmets. This would only give the careless cyclists an extra layer of safety. 
 
Bicycle helmets are not completely effective with facial injuries. 
When talking about bicycle helmets, and whether or not the usage of them should be promoted, you                                 
have to know that efficiency of the bicycle helmets . 
No mean of safety is able to protect you 100 %, therefore you cannot expect bicycle helmets to secure                                     
you against every type of head injury, which is not the reality either (Sibert 1996), because there is no                                     
proven protective effect (Elvik 2011). This theory is relevant since the government and cycling                           
organisations typically only promote the positive aspects bicycle helmets, whereas we find it important                           
also to make the people aware of the negatives, such as the bicycle helmets not being able to protect                                     
you from everything. 
This theory about the efficiency of bicycle helmets will be applied in the discussion in chapter 5. This                                   
theory will be used to support the argument against helmet usage. The theory is about the inefficiency of                                   
bicycle helmets, and how they do not protect the cyclists as well as they should. Therefore, when the                                   
efficiency of the safety measurement of bicycle helmets is not transparent and legitimate, the usage of                               
them should not be so strongly promoted, not until recent studies can prove that they protect the cyclists                                   
as well as they should. 
 
Serious head injuries are caused by motorist collisions which are not influenced by bicycle 
helmets. 
All the aforementioned theories are in one way or another connected to the safety aspect of cycling,                                 
whether they concern the risk or bicycle helmets does not matter, they still focus on safety for the                                   
cyclists by usage of bicycle helmets. The previous theory questioned the bicycle helmets’ ability to                             
protect the cyclists from head injuries solely by usage of bicycle helmets, which is close to the same                                   
matter of concern that this theory address. 
There are studies which question the ability of the bicycle helmets to protect the cyclists from head                                 
injuries, though it has been suggested that serious head injuries are caused by motor vehicle collisions                               
(McCarthy 1991) which are too severe to be influenced by bicycle helmets (Sibert 1996). With other                               
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words; a bicycle helmet would not protect you when colliding with a motor vehicle. This theory                               
therefore leads to the suggestion that bicycle helmets are not the real problem, the motorists and the                                 
infrastructure might be instead (Wolmar 2012). In this project we will not focus on the motorists though.                                 
We will keep our focus on cycling, bicycle helmets and risk. 
This theory about motorists being the real problem, will be applied in both the discussion chapters,                               
which is chapter 5, concerning the theories that argue for and against the choice of helmet usage given                                   
the current debate in Denmark, and chapter 6, concerning the efficiency of helmet promotion in                             
denmark in relation to culture of fear and risk society. This theory will be used to support the argument                                     
against helmet usage and against the legitimacy of helmet promotion in Denmark, due to the bicycle                               
helmets are not efficient according to the theory, it would not improve the safety of the cyclists by                                   
promoting the usage of helmets. Instead the government should improve the infrastructure for cyclists or                             
reduce the number of motorists. 
2.1 Clarification of Concepts 
 
As Bryman (2012) says, “the concepts are the building blocks of theory and they represent the points                                 
around which social research is conducted”. In this section we will present the concepts which are                               
relevant for the theories and for our project. We have used the concepts to define and explain the main                                     
focus of the project itself and the theories used in it, in order to provide the reader with some                                     
background knowledge. In this project we will use three concepts: Culture of Fear, Risk, and Bicycle                               
Helmets. All the concepts will be presented below, with an explanation of the concept itself, together                               
with an explanation of how it is used in this project. 
 
Culture of fear 
Fear can be defined in many ways. For instance, it can be defined as an emotion: Sartre (1986) once                                     
said “An emotion totally changes the world”, and according to the concept culture of fear, which was                                 
first developed by Frank Furedi (2002) in his book “Culture of Fear”, that emotion would be fear. Fear                                   
is the emotion through which we consider the world. We constantly fear a natural disaster, a terrorist                                 
attack or food contamination. It is important to understand that fear is such a strong emotion that it is                                     
“immune” towards rationality, which makes it a very powerful tool for social control. Because fear is                               
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inherently irrational, controlling society with fear poses an ethical issue. Nevertheless, fear is often used                             
by governments to control the public (Svendsen 2008). Within the culture of fear, one phrase is                               
recurrent: better safe than sorry. This can be explained by the fact that more importance is given to the                                     
negative aspects than the positive aspects of things. People often tend to see thee worst scenario as the                                   
most reliable, no matter who communicates the information. 
 
Risk 
Lars Svendsen (2008) explains what a culture of risk is. The term “risk” comes from the italian word                                   
risicare, which can be translated to “to dare”. In that sense, risk is related to the individual making a                                     
choice. In Svendsen's book The Philosophy of Fear (2008), he asks the question; how much risk are                                 
we willing to take, both as an individual and as a society? He then concludes that the answer would be                                       
as little as possible. It would seem to Svendsen, that today, people have lost the meaning of risk, for it                                       
also implies a possibility, but instead people see risk as a big negative and in many cases people use risk                                       
as a synonymous with danger (Svendsen (2008). Humans are aware of risk because life is                             
unpredictable. Svendsen (2008) explains that the problem with risk, is that it often gives a distorted                               
picture of the world. So why are humans so aware and fearful of risk? One explanation given by                                   
Svendsen is humans’ psychological tendency to focus on negative events rather than positive ones. In                             
fact, people are more inclined to regard high risk information more reliable than low risk information no                                 
matter what source this information comes from. According to Sunstein (2005, p. 82), despite the                             
information source, people most frequently view the worse scenario and the most reliable. People seem                             
to have an unclear understanding of probability, focusing on the worst possible scenario, rather than the                               
less likely one. In other words, people let the emotion of fear cloud their risk judgment. Another issue                                   
which Svendsen (2008) elaborates on in his book, is that many people get their information about risk                                 
from media networks. This can be a problem, because as Svendsen (2008) points out, the media’s way                                 
of communicating stories is often times exaggerated or biased, and narrated in a somewhat frightening                             
manner. This is fundamentally how news networks work, through entertainment made from captivating                         
dramatic stories. Another issue with media networks is that they tend to focus on the negative news/risk                                 
(Svendsen 2008). This fact can also heighten viewers perceived risk. According to Ulrich Beck (2002),                             
we live in risk society in which everyone is presented as being at risk, no matter where we live or our                                         
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social status. Two fundamental characteristics of risk society are the dominance of fear in our lives and                                 
the pessimistic view we have of risk. 
The concept of risk will be applied to two chapters; chapter 5 and chapter 6. For chapter 5, we will use                                         
the concept of risk in order to show how risk is portrayed by cycling campaigns. We will analyse the                                     
campaigns with the intention of determining whether the risk of cycling without a bicycle helmet is                               
accurate or not. If we find that campaigns are for example exaggerating the risk statistics, or perhaps                                 
focusing on the negative risk without mentioning the low statistical chance, we may be able to link it to                                     
the risk culture concept and the concept of fear, in chapter 6. 
 
Bicycle helmets 
There has always been the risk of injury involved with cycling, including head injuries. In the 1880s,                                 
high­wheel users in different clubs realised that head injuries were a serious problem, and therefore they                               
began to wear bicycle helmets (Swart 2010). Near the turn of the 19th century to 20th century, racing                                   
cyclists began to use helmets made of strips of leather­covered padding (Swart 2010). These leather                             
helmets did not protect the cyclists from the initial impact, it only kept the cyclists’ ears from being                                   
ground off when they were sliding over the pavement (Swart 2010). In the early 1970s club and racing                                   
cyclists could see on their experience that the worst injuries, and the ones that were the major cause of                                     
death, were head injuries. Therefore some of them began to use hockey helmets in order to protect their                                   
head (Swart 2010). 
In 1974, the Washington Area Bicyclists Association (WABA) despaired of finding information on the                           
relative protection of different bicycle helmet brands, and they therefore formed a Helmet Committee to                             
collect data from ride testing, and thereby found out which brands were the most efficient (Swart 2010). 
In the 1980s, bicycle helmets were first marketed to the general population, whereas earlier it had been                                 
for club and racing cyclists. Around 1990, the shell of the bicycle helmets got reintroduced with a new                                   
design. This shell covered all the different plastic parts on the bicycle helmets, and it helped hold the                                   
foam in the helmet together in an impact, while it also lowered the sliding resistance of the helmet to                                     
make it skid more easily on pavement (Swart 2010). Both these changes were important safety features                               
of the bicycle helmet. In just a few years this shell design took over the market, replacing the old                                     
models. 
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Back to the beginning of bicycle helmets, they were meant as means for cyclists to protect themselves                                 
for head injuries, and it is still promoted to increase the safety of the cyclists. According to an early                                     
analysis, where they interviewed cyclists about their crashes, they concluded that cyclists wearing                         
bicycle helmets had a 90 % reduced risk of death (Rivara, Thompson and Thompson 2009). Another                               
case­control study found that cyclists wearing bicycle helmets had an 85 % reduction in risk of head                                 
injury (Rivara, Thompson, and Thompson 1989). Some more recent studies still prove that bicycle                           
helmets increase the safety of the cyclists (Macpherson and Spinks 2009), as the number of serious                               
head injuries among bicycle helmet users is lower than non­helmet users (HealthDay News 2012).                           
However, some countries such as Denmark and the Netherlands have an extremely low usage of                             
bicycle helmets, and at the same time their rate of serious head injuries for cyclists are really low as well.                                       
The protective effects of bicycle helmets are only evident in older studies, whereas many newer studies                               
question the benefits of wearing a bicycle helmet, since there is no protective effect (Elvik 2011). It                                 
could be due to the development in motor vehicles, and how their number has increased. It also                                 
depends a lot on the case country, and how the cyclists friendly the infrastructure is. It may also result                                     
from changes in helmet construction (Elvik 2011), but it is not something that we wish to look into in this                                       
project. 
This project focuses on the efficiency of bicycle helmets, and on the cycling society that is present in                                   
Denmark, where Denmark does not have any regulations concerning who has to wear helmets. When                             
we analyse the different stances of the government and organisations towards implementing a helmet                           
legislation in the case countries, it is important to have an understanding of the bicycle helmets                               
themselves, before we can discuss whether or not the usage of the bicycle helmets should be promoted. 
Chapter 3: The history of the cycling culture of Denmark. 
 
During this segment of the project, we will begin to examine how the cycling culture has developed over                                   
the last century in Denmark. Within the segment, statistics and dates will be stated to get a better                                   
understanding of how the cycling phenomena has progressed over the years. By getting a decent general                               
background knowledge of how Denmark have progressed in terms of cycling, we will later be able to                                 
evaluate certain historical events and the aftermaths and perhaps link some past scenarios to the                             
concepts and theories. 
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3.1 Denmark Inter-War Period - 1900-1940 Cycling Boom 
In 1905, Denmark introduced the first cycling organisation in Europe, the Danish Cycling’s Federation                           
(Cycling Embassy of Denmark n.d. (a)). The organisation’s primary goal was to make the authorities                             
improve conditions for cyclists, because of lack of traffic regulations in the decade. According to the                               
Cycling Embassy of Denmark, it was not until 1910, that the first “Give way rules” were introduced in                                   
the Copenhagen Police regulations. 
The new “Give way rule” had mixed reactions from the public. In fact, Denmark experienced some                               
opposition to the new trend. The European Cyclist Federation (2012) writes that one newspaper called                             
it the “bicycle war”. Some saw the trend as a positive phenomenon as it offered physical activity and                                   
fresh air while others concluded that the cycling trend was the devil of the modern world (Hjuler 2012).                                   
It seemed that most people who were opposed to the trend has an issue with the women who rode on a                                         
bicycle, questioning their dignity.   
Nevertheless, during the interwar period, Denmark experienced a big increase in the number of                           
bicycles. According to the Cycling Embassy of Denmark (n.d.) in the 1890s, there was approximately                             
3,000 bicycles in Copenhagen. In 1900, the number of bicycles in Copenhagen had roughly increased                             
to 30,000, and just 7 years later, it had increased to 80,000. In 1934, the number had jumped to an                                       
astonishing 340,000 bicycles.  
The Official site for Denmark (n.d. (c)) described this period of time as a time of “freedom for all”.                                     
During this period of time, people really began to experience the freedom of movement that cycling                               
offered. People began to bicycle to their desired destinations in Copenhagen, thus rising the demand for                               
better cycling infrastructure. Pictures from the 1930s really begin to show how the city of Copenhagen                               
began to adopt the new cycling trend. According to the Cycling Embassy of Denmark (n.d. (a)) in                                 
1923, the Danish parliament introduced the first proper Road Traffic Act thus making a set of laws and                                   
subsequent legislation concerning a driver’s responsibilities and liabilities.  
3.2 Denmark Post War Period - 1940-1960 Steady Increase 
According to the Cycling Embassy of Denmark (n.d.) during the German occupation of Denmark                           
(1940­1945), Denmark experienced a shortage of fuel which would lead to an inflation in the price of                                 
fuel. This meant that economic constraints lead to the usage of bicycles for transport. During the                               
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occupation of Denmark, cycling became the most popular form of transport. Cycling continued to be                             
the most popular method of transport all up until the 1950s. According to the Hjuler (2012) the cycling                                   
trend even became the new image associated to Denmark and Copenhagen.  
3.3 Denmark in the 1960s Cycling trend starts to decrease 
In the beginning of the 1960s, Denmark experienced a boom in its economy (Hjuler 2012). With the                                 
economic boom, came an increase in the consumption of automobiles. This caused the trend of bicycles                               
to decline, as people started to use motorised vehicles as their main mode of transport (Hjuler 2012).                                 
During the 1960s, as cars started to become the popular choice of transport, road networks dedicated                               
to cars started to become greatly expanded, and as a result cycling paths were often removed in order                                   
to make way for car roads (McClintock 2002). According to Denmark.Dk ­ The Official Website of                               
Denmark (n.d. (b)), with the increase of cars, came the increase of air pollution, along with congestion                                 
and traffic accidents. The image started to change, from roads free of cars and full of cyclists, to a city                                       
dense with traffic and large car parks. However cycling never completely stopped in Denmark. The                             
increased accidents following the issues of increasing car traffic and pollution, started to become a big                               
concern for many inhabitants, keeping the cyclist transport mode alive (Denmark.Dk ­ The Official                           
Website of Denmark (n.d. (b)).  
3.4 Denmark 1970s Cycling trend Increases once again 
According to the Cycling Embassy of Denmark (n.d. (a)), in the beginning of the 1970s, Denmark                               
experienced the crises in oil prices, which brought the prices of fuel up substantially. Suddenly the                               
decrease of people using bicycles came to and halt, and once again became a rapidly growing trend, as                                   
the rational choice for transport was cycling. In the 1970s, there was also a growing environmental                               
awareness, which lead to the increase of people using public transport, and the increased demand for                               
better cycling conditions (Cycling Embassy of Denmark n.d.). An example of this would be the cyclists’                               
demonstrations in big cities of the late 1970s, resulting in city planners becoming aware of the issues                                 
cyclists faced and the importance of cycling (Cycling Embassy of Denmark n.d.). Because of these                             
demonstrations, cycling began to form a greater part of traffic planning (Cycling Embassy of Denmark                             
n.d.).  
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3.5. Denmark in the 1980-2001 
According to the Cycling Embassy of Denmark (n.d. (a)), since the 1982 every budget has contained                               
funds allocated to the construction of cycling paths and improvements for the conditions of cyclists.                             
According to McClintock (2002), during the mid 1980s, Denmark experienced an increase in motor                           
vehicles (specifically cars). During the same decade, Denmark saw (with some exceptions) a decrease                           
in the number of trips made by bicycle. McClintock (2002) writes in his book a couple of possible                                   
explanations for this. The first explanation is that Danes are just as “lazy” as other countries (McClintock                                 
2002). If the cars are there and available, the individual may be more inclined to use it for transport                                     
instead of cycling. Another possible explanation McClintock (2002) presents, is that people’s                       
perception of safety has a strong influence of their choice of transport, and in the case of the 1980s,                                     
many Danish families would drive their children to school with the idea of driving being the safer choice.                                   
However, McClintock (2002) explains that some parts of Denmark saw some exceptions to the                           
decrease in cycling, such as in Copenhagen where cycling was increasing steadily. According to The                             
Cycling Embassy of Copenhagen (n.d.), in 2001 the funding for cyclists was minimised at a national                               
level. In recent years this has changed, as the decreasing C02 emissions and improving health conditions                               
have once again (as was the case in the 1970s) placed cycling on the political agenda.  
3.6 Denmark present day  
Denmark is today one of the countries with the most trips made by bicycle in the world (Cycling                                   
Embassy of Denmark n.d. (b)). Some argue that there is a correlation between the high percentage of                                 
cycling trips and the relatively high taxation on cars (McClintock 2002). In the last 25 years, there has                                   
been more than a 100 % increase in number of cyclists. In 2009, the Socialists People’s Party                                 
(Socialistisk Folkeparti) put forward a motion to implement an age based helmet legislation, aimed at                             
those under the age of 12. However the motion was denied, with the main arguments against it being                                   
that Denmark is already one of the safests countries for cyclists (Henry 2009). According to the Cycling                                 
Embassy of Denmark (n.d. (b)), about 15 % of cyclists in Denmark use helmets, while 2 in every 3                                     
children under the age of 11 wear helmets. 16 % of all trips in Denmark today are by cycling (Cycling                                       
Embassy of Denmark n.d. (b)). 
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3.7 Conclusion 
In the last century, Denmark has steadily become a cycling nation. Cycling in Denmark started in the late                                   
19th century, where soon after, the number of cyclists increased dramatically. Back then, the                           
infrastructure of Copenhagen, along with the number of cars, caused many traffic jams and accidents,                             
thus making cycling more appealing. During the occupation of Denmark in the second world war,                             
cycling became a rational choice, as cars and fuel prices had increased as a result of the war. In the                                       
1960s, Denmark entered a phase of economic growth, leading to the increase of motor vehicles. This                               
caused a decrease in cycling trips. In the 1970s, cycling trips began to increase greatly once against, as                                   
a result of the high gas prices caused by the oil crisis in 1973. Since the 1980s cycling has steadily                                       
increased, with better cycling infrastructure made, funding dedicated to increase the safety of cycling.                           
Today 16 % of all trips in Denmark are by bicycles, and about 15 % of cyclists use helmets.  
Chapter 4: Analysis of the stances towards helmet usage. 
 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, cycling has become a well established form of transport and it is                                   
promoted through various cycling organisations and by the Danish government itself. We will now                           
analyse different cycling organisations’ stance towards the usage of helmet by searching for the word                             
“helmet”, or “cykelhjelm” if the website is in Danish, in all the websites of the various organisations and                                   
try to understand if they are for and against, and we will analyse the actions or campaigns that they                                     
make to promote or criticise the usage of bicycle helmets. 
The Danish government is promoting the usage of helmets, but it has not, for instance, tried to implement                                   
a helmet legislation making the usage of bicycle helmets mandatory. In 2009, a proposal to introduce                               
compulsory bicycle helmets for all Danish children under the age of 12 has been defeated by the Danish                                   
parliament, it lost by 69 votes (Henry 2009). The Danish Cyclists’ Federation explicitly states that it is                                 
opposed to introducing helmet legislation. The organisation argues against helmet legislations, explaining                       
that introducing a helmet legislation has decreased the number of cyclists in Australia. They go on to                                 
mention that despite Sweden having a helmet legislation, less children use helmets in Sweden compared                             
to Denmark where there is no helmet legislation (Cyklistforbundet n.d.). It also predicts that making                             
helmet usage mandatory in Denmark would have similar effects and reduce the number of cyclists. The                               
Danish Cyclists’ Federation says campaigns are the most effective way of getting Danes to the usage                               
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helmets. The Danish Traffic Safety Board, a private organisation which works together with Danish                           
police and Danish municipalities, also believes that campaigns are the way to go and that although                               
helmet usage is important and can save lives, but it should not be made mandatory (Rådet for Sikker                                   
Trafik 2012). Some municipalities such as Århus and Frederiksberg have promoted helmet usage in                           
campaigns aimed at children in 2011 (Cycling Embassy of Denmark 2012), but the impact of these                               
campaigns was minimal as these were only aimed at children and only covered one city. The largest                                 
campaign involving helmet usage worth mentioning in the last 5 years was the campaign called “All Kids                                 
Bike” and was made by the Danish Cyclists’ Federation in collaboration with Trygfonden in 2011                             
(Cycling Embassy of Denmark 2012). A time frame was set for the campaign and the school class                                 
which could get most points within that time won. The students were awarded 1 point for cycling and 1                                     
point for using a helmet. Over 140.000 school children from all over Denmark took part and 90 % of                                     
them used a helmet. It would seem as if the stance taken towards helmet usage in Denmark is                                   
one­sided, with the government and cycling organisations collaborating on promoting the usage of                         
helmets with campaigns. Another campaign aimed to encourage people to wear helmets was made by                             
the Municipality of Aalborg in 2009 (Jakob Madsen 2011). The target group in this campaign was                               
focused on all age groups, opposed to children. According to the Cycling Embassy of Denmark, the                               
municipality of Aalborg along with a number of other partners who made this campaign, said that the                                 
strategy they used was made to encourage people to wear helmets in a positive way through modern                                 
means of communication. The organisation wanted to promote helmets without moralising or frightening                         
people (Madsen 2011). Working with a advertising company, the campaigners made a 2 minute video,                             
where in it a pair of police officers would idly stand next to a cycling lane, stopping cyclists at random.                                       
They officers would then hug the cyclists proceeding to give them a bicycle helmet. The final text of the                                     
video would read “Use a Helmet ­ Because we love you” (Madsen 2011). The video went viral on the                                     
internet in just a few days, bringing the campaign into the spotlight. In three days the video got 500,000                                     
views on the internet while 2,200 bloggers commented on it (Madsen 2011). The future plan for this                                 
campaign according to the Madsen (2011), is to shift their focus on teenagers, as statistics show that                                 
this particular age group have most injuries while it is also the age group that uses bicycle helmets least.                                     
So what are the arguments presented by organisations which encourage and make campaigns for the                             
usage of helmets? According to CyklistForbundet, there are a few reasons why the individual cyclist                             
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should wear a helmet. For starters they argue that it is simply logical for a cyclist to wear a helmet, while                                         
referencing to the Accident Investigations Board Denmark (Havarikommissionen) who base their view                       
on helmets on findings from research made by several international organisations. Cyklistforbundet also                         
mention that cyclists are very often hospitalised from accidents despite Denmark being safe, in terms of                               
cycling (Cyklistforbundet n.d.). Many other campaigns in Denmark base their arguments for the same                           
reasons as CyklistForbundet (Andersen  2008 (a)). 
However, there is an “actor” in the helmet discourse that is completely against the usage of helmets, i.e.                                   
Mikael Colville­Andersen. Colville­Andersen, a Danish­Canadian urban mobility expert, is the man who                       
coined the term “Copenhagenize” and created the website Copenhagenize.com in 2007 which promotes                         
urban cycling (Andersen 2014). He believes that cycling is safe and healthy activity, but that The Danish                                 
Traffic Safety Board and the Danish Cyclists’ Federation present it as an unsafe activity without any                               
convincing evidence (Andersen M.C. 2014 (a)). He is opposed to helmet usage and helmet legislation.                             
Colville­Andersen then argues that choosing just one “convenient” scientific study out of the vast number                             
of studies and basing your claims on that study is simply “not that intelligent” (Andersen 2008 (a)). The                                   
website Copenhagenize write that most campaigns and organisations that are for the usage of bicycle                             
helmets, such as The Danish Cyclists’ Union and the Danish Traffic Safety Board, typically present the                               
public with one or two studies that “prove” bicycle helmets save lives. Copenhagenize along with The                               
Danish Road Safety and Trygfonden started a new campaign which recently hit the streets of                             
Copenhagen. Their poser reads “en gåhjelm er en go’ hjelm”, which in english translates to “a walking                                 
helmet is a good helmet”. The goal of this campaign is to underline that the statistical risk of pedestrians                                     
suffering a head injury is equal or higher than a person on a bicycle in a somewhat ironic way (Andersen                                       
2009). Colville­Andersen argued that the great thing about this campaign is that it presented a scenario                               
(walking) which has statistically higher risk of head injury than cycling, pointing out that every scenario                               
has a certain risk, while also reminding how low the risk of getting a head injury on a bicycle is.   
 
It might not be a result of the increased attention that the safety of cyclists’ discourse is getting but                                     
Danes have never felt as insecure about cycling as nowadays. In fact, the percentage of cyclists feeling                                 
safe about cycling in Copenhagen has gone down from 60 % in 1996 to 53 % in 2006 according to                                       
Jensen (2009), who is a city planner in Copenhagen. At the same time, Colville­Andersen and                             
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Copenhagenize.com are getting increased attention. In fact, Colville­Andersen has even been consulted                       
by the European Cyclists’ Federation (European Cyclists’ Federation 2012) which also has members                         
such as the Danish Cyclists’ Federation, which is more pro­helmets. Thus, we can conclude that                             
although bicycle helmets are still being promoted in Denmark by cycling organisations such as the                             
Cycling Embassy of Denmark, Danish Cyclists’ Federation and The Danish Traffic Safety Board in                           
collaboration with many Danish municipalities, the debate about bicycle helmets is becoming more                         
heated. Therefore, we will now discuss the efficiency of bicycle helmet usage by looking into different                               
theories such as safety in numbers, risk compensation and risk perception. 
Chapter 5: Discussion concerning the usage of bicycle helmets. 
 
Earlier in this project, we have presented how cycling and the stance towards bicycle helmets has                               
developed in Denmark over the last three decades, and we have analysed the current stances towards                               
bicycle helmet usage adopted by the Danish government and Danish cycling organisations. In this                           
chapter, we will discuss the efficiency of helmet usage, with a point of departure in the current debate in                                     
Denmark. In this discussion, we will use the arguments analysed in the previous chapter, where most of                                 
the sources are positive about helmet usage, except for one. In order to make a discussion, we will                                   
apply theories which are all supported by different scholars, but primarily on the “against” side. In this                                 
chapter, we will first present the arguments and theories for helmet usage, then we will present the                                 
arguments and theories against helmet usage, and in the end we will put them together in one discussion. 
5.1 The arguments for helmet usage 
As it was introduced in the previous chapter, the Danish government supports the idea of promoting                               
helmets. The Road Safety Commission (Færdselssikkerhedskommissionen) has even added a initiative                     
to their plan of action for 2013 ­ 2020 where it states that there should be campaigns concerning the                                     
increased usage of bicycle helmet (Rådet for Sikker Trafik 2013, p. 80). Although the government                             
believes in the promotion of helmets, it has never tried to implement a helmet legislation. Apart from just                                   
arranging campaigns it, the government also sponsors some cycling organisations. This way it is able to                               
promote bicycle helmets and prove their stance, and at the same time it gets a chance to support                                   
organisations. The Danish Cyclists’ Federation, also supports the campaigns which try to improve the                           
usage of bicycle helmets. The Danish Cyclists’ Federation has introduced several promotions trying to                           
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increase the level of bicycle helmet usage. Even though it believes in the efficiency of bicycle helmets, it                                   
do not supports the idea of implementing a helmet legislation (Cyklistforbundet n.d.), which would make                             
the usage of bicycle helmets mandatory. It’s argument for not supporting this sort of regulation                             
concerning bicycle helmet usage, is the fact that it has been tried in other countries where it has                                   
backfired; In Australia it lead to a decreased number of cyclists (Gillham 2014), and in Sweden less                                 
children use helmets than in Denmark, even though Sweden has helmet legislation (Cyklistforbundet                         
n.d.). The Danish Cyclists’ Federation does not want to risk that the number of cyclists in Denmark                                 
decreases, and creates a decrease in the public health as well, due to one legislation, it therefore                                 
believes that campaigns are the most effective way of getting the Danes to use bicycle helmets                               
(Cyklistforbundet n.d.). The campaigns help the cyclists to realise the dangers of cycling, and thereby                             
make them decide to protect themselves by using bicycle helmets. The Danish Traffic Safety Board                             
agrees with The Danish Cyclists’ Federation, that campaigns are the right way forward in Denmark, and                               
that bicycle helmet usage should not be made mandatory (Rådet for Sikker Trafik 2012). The Danish                               
Cyclists’ Federation also believes that there are few reasons as to why cyclists should wear bicycle                               
helmets. The Danish Cyclists’ Federation argues that it is common sense for a cyclist to wear a helmet.                                   
(Cyklistforbundet, n.d.). The Danish Cyclists’ Federation also uses arguments concerning rate of                       
accidents in Denmark, i.e. it argues that cyclists are very often over­represented in hospitals, even                             
though Denmark is considered a safe place to cycle, and that these rates could be improved, if more                                   
cyclists wore helmets (Cyklistforbundet n.d.). Many of the other cycling organisations base their                         
campaigns on the same type of arguments as the Danish Cyclists’ Federation (Andersen 2008 (a)). 
We have decided to apply the theory which states that the cyclists who wear bicycles helmets are the                                   
cautious ones. It was hard to tell how much this theory was for or against helmet usage, since the                                     
cautious cyclists already wear bicycle helmets, and therefore they would not get affected by the                             
promotion of bicycle helmet usage. Because of this reason, we have decided to put the theory on this                                   
side of the debate (i.e. for helmet usage). The theory states that the cyclists are more cautious, and                                   
therefore they are less likely to be involved in accidents (Wellcome 2013). This also means that since                                 
the cautious cyclists do not get into as many accidents, the theory cannot prove that helmets are not                                   
efficient. On the contrary, when looking at this theory completely by itself, we believe it proves that the                                   
cyclists are more safe when wearing a helmet. Due to wearing a bicycle helmet, the cyclists get a feeling                                     
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of safety, and thereby they are more calm when cycling, instead of stressing about the potential danger.                                 
When the cyclists feels more safe in their surroundings they will also have surplus energy to be more                                   
aware of their surroundings as well. 
Overall the stances towards the usage of bicycle helmets in Denmark is pretty much one­sided, with the                                 
government and cycling organisations collaborating on promoting the usage of helmets with campaigns                         
instead of through implementing a helmet legislation. 
5.2 The arguments against helmet usage 
When looking at the arguments against helmet usage adopted by the Danish cycling organisations and                             
actors, there is only one; Mikael Colville­Andersen. As presented in the previous chapter, Andersen is a                               
Danish­Canadian urban mobility expert, and in 2007 he created the website Copenhagenize.com, with                         
the purpose of promoting urban cycling. As opposed to the other cycling organisations, he does not                               
believe that bicycle helmets are efficient, and he does not think that they should be promoted, or that                                   
Denmark should consider implementing a helmet legislation. As Andersen states, cycling is a safe                           
(Andersen 2008 (a)) and healthy (Andersen 2008 (b)) activity, and therefore we should not risk scaring                               
people away from taking part in this activity by making it seem dangerous through the promotion of                                 
bicycle helmets. Andersen also argues that the campaigns which are often promoted to improve the                             
usage of bicycle helmets, do not have convincing evidence to support it (Andersen 2008 (a)). He also                                 
says that when the campaigns are based on one single “convenient” scientific study out of the vast                                 
number of studies available, it is definitely not convincing, he states that is is actually “not that intelligent”                                   
(Andersen 2008 (a)). Since Andersen is the only prominent spokesperson in Denmark who is opposed                             
to the usage of bicycle helmets, it is interesting to see how much attention he has gotten from big cycling                                       
organisations such as the European Cyclists’ Federation, who have consulted him (European Cyclists’                         
Federation 2012). As mentioned in the previous chapter, the European Cyclists’ Federation has                         
members such as the Danish Cyclists’ Federation, who are arguing for the usage of bicycle helmets, so                                 
the fact that they consulted Andersen show the power of his influence. 
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, we have found theories which support the argument                               
against the usage of bicycle helmets. The five theories which will be applied are; (1) Bicycle helmets are                                   
not completely effective with facial injuries, (2) Serious head injuries are caused by motorist collision                             
which are not influenced by bicycle helmets, (3) Risk Compensation, (4) Risk Perception and (5) Safety                               
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in Numbers. The first theory about how bicycle helmets are not completely effective with facial injuries,                               
are about the inefficiency of bicycle helmets, and how they do not protect the cyclists as well as they                                     
should (Elvik 2011). Therefore when the efficiency of the safety measurements of bicycle helmets is not                               
transparent and maybe not legitimate, the usage of them should not be promoted or advised. Not until                                 
more recent studies can prove that they protect the cyclists as well as they should, and thereby diminish                                   
any doubt concerning the efficiency. The second theory we will apply to the discussion, is the theory                                 
about how serious head injuries are caused by motorist collisions which are not influenced by bicycle                               
helmets. As the name of the theory might imply, this theory states that bicycle helmets are not efficient,                                   
since most serious head injuries come from collisions with motor vehicles (Wolmar 2012), and therefore                             
the usage of the bicycle helmets would not improve the safety of the cyclists. Since bicycle helmets                                 
would not provide safety for the cyclists, it is not necessary to wear them, and as with the previous                                     
theory used, it should not be promoted or advised to wear helmets. Instead the government should find                                 
other ways to improve the safety for cyclists. The third theory we will apply to the discussion is the                                     
theory about risk compensation. This theory states that using a bicycle helmet leads the cyclists to have                                 
a false feeling of safety, and they therefore end up with a more reckless behaviour (Elvik 2011; Phillips,                                   
Fyhri, and Sagberg 2011, Adams et al. 2001). This would therefore lead to a reducement in the safety                                   
of cyclists, and advising cyclists to use helmets would thereby be contradicting, if the cyclists think they                                 
are being more careful and safe by wearing a helmet, when it is actually the opposite. The fourth theory                                     
we will apply to the discussion is the theory of risk perception. The risk perception theory states that by                                     
promoting bicycle helmets and advising cyclists to wear them, organisations and the government create                           
the perception of cycling to be an unusually risky activity, which would lead to a decrease in the level of                                       
cycling (Jacobsen, Racioppi and Rutter 2009). According to this theory it would therefore also be                             
contradicting to promote bicycle helmets, since it decreases the number of actual cyclists (Jacobsen,                           
Racioppi and Rutter 2009). The fifth and final theory we will apply to this discussion is the theory of                                     
safety in numbers. As the name of the theory hints, this theory clearly states that the cyclists’ safety                                   
increase together with the number of cyclists (Jacobsen 2003). Therefore, when looking at this theory in                               
accordance with the risk perception theory, if the usage of bicycle helmets can lead to a reduced                                 
number of cyclists, this would also reduce the safety of the cyclists. The risk of cyclists being hit by a                                       
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motorist would increase as the level of cycling decreases, and promoting helmet usage could have the                               
perverse effect of increasing death among those who continue to cycle (Komanoff 2001).  
Though there is only one prominent actor in Denmark who is against the usage of bicycle helmets, there                                   
are many recent studies and theories supporting this argument, which makes the debate relevant, even                             
though Andersen stands alone in the Danish society.  
5.3 Discussion 
In the actual discussion, we will look at the arguments presented in the sub­headings above. An                               
interesting thing to notice about the arguments made above, is the number of actors on each side of the                                     
discussion. On the side for helmet usage we have the Danish government, two Danish cycling                             
organisations and one theory from our research, which could have been used on both sides. Whereas                               
on the side against helmet usage we have Andersen and five theories from our research. This already                                 
hints that even though there are more political actors whose stance is for helmet usage, there are more                                   
recent studies that are against helmet usage. 
As mentioned earlier, the government has made campaigns and initiatives concerning the increased                         
usage of bicycle helmets, while they also sponsor cycling organisations and their campaigns. This shows                             
the government’s belief in the efficiency of the helmets. The same goes for the Danish Cyclists’                               
Federation and the Danish Traffic Safety Board, who imply that bicycle helmets helps protect the                             
cyclists from accidents, when they wear a helmet (therefore we assume that they mean head injuries),                               
since one of their arguments for wearing a bicycle helmet is that the Danish hospitals are                               
over­represented when it comes to cyclists accidents (Cyklistforbundet n.d.), even though Denmark is                         
considered a safe place to cycle. The fact that cycling organisations promote statistics of cyclists being in                                 
the hospital, and then imply that by wearing a bicycle helmet, there would not be as many cyclists in the                                       
hospital, is one of the biggest complaints that Colville­Andersen has towards cycling organisations. As                           
he argues, cycling is a safe and healthy activity, but by promoting bicycle helmets with accidents the                                 
Danish Traffic Safety Board and the Danish Cyclists’ Federation present it as an unsafe activity, and the                                 
organisations support his arguments on unconvincing evidence. The statement of the organisations                       
making cycling seem dangerous, also fit with the theory of risk perception, which says that just by                                 
promoting helmets, the organisations create a perception of cycling to be an unusually risky activity                             
(Lorenc et al. 2008). Andersen also argues that choosing just one “convenient” scientific study out of                               
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the vast number of studies, and thereafter base your claims on that single study, is simply “not that                                   
intelligent” (Andersen 2008 (a)). The Danish Cyclists’ Federation admits that they reference to the                           
Accident Investigations Board Denmark, who then base their views on bicycle helmets on findings from                             
research made from several international organisations. Due to this reference The Danish Cyclists’                         
Federation argue that it should be simply logical or common sense for a cyclists to wear a bicycle helmet                                     
(Cyklistforbundet, n.d.). The fact that the Danish Cyclists’ Federation admit to using one source, and                             
then trust that source to use more sources, simply prove the point made by Colville­Andersen, about the                                 
organisations finding the one “convenient” study, and then base a campaign on that.  
The Danish Cyclists’ Federation and The Danish Traffic Safety Board, has both promoted several                           
campaigns to increase bicycle helmet usage. Both the organisations also believe campaigns to be the                             
most effective way of getting the Danes to use bicycle helmets (Cyklistforbundet n.d.), whereas                           
Andersen does not believe that bicycle helmets should be promoted at all. According to Andersen,                             
bicycle helmets are not efficient (Andersen 2014), which is supported by the theory of bicycle helmets                               
not being completely effective and the theory about motorists being the cause of serious head injuries,                               
and in these accidents a bicycle helmet would not make a difference for the cyclists. Both these theories                                   
are supported about by recent studies, which we presented in the theory chapter. The theory concerning                               
motorists is supported by studies as recent as 2012, and the theory about the efficiency of bicycle                                 
helmets in general, is supported by theories as recent as 2011. The fact that this recent studies support                                   
the argument against the efficiency of bicycle helmets are important, especially when we are not                             
provided with any dates on research behind the arguments for the efficiency, and therefore, as Andersen                               
says, the evidence is not convincing. As the theory about the efficiency of bicycle helmets in general                                 
concludes, this type of evidence clouds the transparency and the legitimacy of bicycle helmets, and they                               
should therefore not be promoted or advised, until recent studies can support the arguments for the                               
safety of the helmets and thereby diminish any doubt there may be.  
Again both the Danish Cyclists’ Federation and the Danish Traffic Safety Board agrees on something;                             
that bicycle helmet should be promoted, but they should not be made mandatory through helmet                             
legislation. And for once, Andersen actually agrees with the organisations. the reasons for not wanting to                               
helmet usage mandatory is the consequences such legislations has had in countries as Australia and                             
Sweden, where they have been implemented. In Australia the number of cycling decreased after the                             
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legislation passed, and in Sweden, even though there is a legislation, there are more children in Denmark                                 
who wears a bicycle helmet than in Sweden (Cyklistforbundet n.d.). Fact is, this two case countries                               
show that implementing a helmet legislation has not been useful, and in cases such as Australia it has                                   
actually backfired. As Andersen says, then cycling is a safe and healthy activity, and therefore we should                                 
not risk scaring people away from this activity or reducing their safety, which he argues that we do both                                     
through implementing helmet legislation, but also through promoting bicycle helmets. In order to support                           
Andersen statement, we will apply the risk compensation theory, which states that by promoting bicycle                             
helmet, you create a picture of danger for the cyclists, and you present them with the solution: bicycle                                   
helmets. Therefore the cyclists begins to wear bicycle helmets, which provides the cyclists with a false                               
feeling of safety, which leads the cyclists to unintentionally start having a more reckless and carefree                               
behaviour, which will reduce the safety of cyclists, and they will thereby get into more accident.  
Opposed to the theory of risk compensation, there is the theory concerning the cautiousness of cyclists’                               
who wear bicycle helmets. This theory states that the people who decides to wear bicycle helmets are                                 
more cautious and get into fewer accidents. This could mean that since the cyclists have decided to                                 
wear a helmet, they believe in the efficiency of the helmet, and therefore they get a feeling of safety,                                     
which calms them when cycling on the road and knowing that they do not have to worry about                                   
accidents, which provide the cyclists’ with more surplus energy, which makes it possible for them to be                                 
more aware of their surroundings and therefore they get into fewer accidents. By convincing more                             
cyclists to use bicycle helmets, you would push them forward on this chain of action towards the feeling                                   
of safety, the calmness, the surplus energy and in the end the awareness. The intention behind this theory                                   
is positive, and it may also be the actual case for some cyclists who see the bicycle helmet campaigns,                                     
but according to Jensen (2009) the percentage of cyclists who feel safe when cycling in Copenhagen                               
has gone down from 60 % in 1996 to 53 % in 200, so more careful considerations might be needed                                       
before make promotions that discourage cycling. Furthermore, if we go back to the risk perception                             
theory, then the promotion of bicycle helmets will also intimidate some cyclists, and this theory has                               
strong supporting evidence, such as the situation in Australia after they implemented helmet legislation,                           
which, as mentioned earlier, lead to a decrease in the number of cyclists, which leads us to the theory of                                       
safety in numbers. This theory states that cyclists’ safety increases together with the number of cyclists.                               
When looking at this theory together with the theory of risk perception, it would mean that not only                                   
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would the promotion of bicycle helmet lead to a decrease in the number of cyclists, it would also lead to                                       
a reducement of the safety for the cyclists still remaining. And if the usage of bicycle helmets leads to a                                       
reduced number of cyclists, this would in turn reduce the safety of the cyclists. The risk of cyclists being                                     
hit by a motorist would increase as the level of cycling decreases. Promoting helmet usage could thus                                 
have the perverse effect of increasing death among those who continue to cycle (Komanoff 2001). 
 
All in all we believe that the arguments against the usage of bicycle helmets are more convincing and                                   
better referenced, both in the ways of more recent studies, but also in the way they use different sources                                     
than the arguments given by cycling organisations. The recent studies and theories which criticise the                             
efficiency of the bicycle helmets outnumber the cycling organisations which promote the positive aspect                           
of the helmets. The organisations lack more evidence in order to make their campaigns more legitimate                               
and convincing. Even though all the prominent cycling organisations in Denmark are for (i.e. positive                             
towards) the usage of bicycle helmets, it is interesting to see that Andersen is getting increased attention                                 
from other organisations such as the European Cyclists’ Federation, which have consulted him. We find                             
the side against helmet usage the most convincing, because while Andersen and the theories which we                               
discussed are based on rational (i.e. scientific) thinking, the arguments presented by the cycling                           
organisations are vague and not based on convincing studies. None of the studies or theories which we                                 
have found, apart from the risk compensation theory, have stated specifically negative effects of bicycle                             
helmets. However, most of them find helmets to be much less efficient than they are promoted as being.  
So if the stance taken by cycling organisations is not based on theories, might it be based on fear?  
Chapter 6: Helmet promotion compared to culture of fear and risk           
society 
As supported by the theories we discussed in the previous chapter, choosing to use a helmet does not                                   
have a significant effect on the safety of cyclists. So why is the usage of helmets still supported by                                     
cycling organisations and the government? An answer to this question could be fear. In fact, as                               
mentioned previously, the percentage of cyclists feeling safe about cycling in Copenhagen has decreased                           
from 60 % in 1996 to 53 % in 2006, but the number of seriously injured cyclists in Copenhagen has                                       
decreased from 252 in 1996 to 92 in 2006 (Jensen 2009) and according to Danmark Statistik (2014),                                 
the number of seriously injured cyclists in Denmark has gone down from 809 in 1998 to 569 in 2006. In                                       
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the line of thought of Frank Furedi’s “culture of fear” concept, this does not come as a surprise.                                   
According to Furedi (2002, p. 7), “The defining feature of this culture is the belief that humanity is                                   
confronted by powerful destructive forces that threaten our everyday existence”. Extremely few of us                           
have actually been stricken by those “destructive forces” which we fear, and which are presented to us                                 
by the mass media, such as e.g. a terrorist attack, an aggression from a stranger or food poisoning. To                                     
quote Svendsen (2008, pp. 18­19), “All statistics indicate that we in the West in particular are living in                                   
the most secure societies that have ever existed, where the dangers are fewer and our chance of dealing                                   
with them greater than ever before”.  
The same can be said of cyclists, because statistics shows that in Denmark, the number of serious                                 
bicycle­related injuries has fallen (Danmark Statistik 2014). Svendsen's focus is of course more broad;                           
it is focused on society. The society described here is the “risk society” of Ulrich Beck in which it is                                       
thought that “no one is out of danger [and] absolutely everyone can be affected no matter where he or                                     
she lives” (Svendsen 2008, p. 49). If we viewed bicycle culture as a miniature risk society, we would                                   
present every cyclist as being at risk, which might actually be the case. This would however somewhat                                 
distort our perception of risk, because as mentioned before, severe bicycle­related injuries have                         
decreased dramatically. So why do people feel less safe when cycling? The answer to this question                               
would remain unclear if we did not look at fear. In the culture of fear, there are two main sources of                                         
fear. The first source of fear is the tendency we have to treat potential risk as actual risk and to view the                                           
worst scenario as the most reliable. At a first glance this might seem like a quite innocuous                                 
misconception, but this precautionary “better safe than sorry” principle, is the source of most fears in a                                 
risk society, and when fear starts to erase our trust or hope, our perception of danger can really get out                                       
of hand. Trust is something we are born with and it is essential in our lives. When we are born, we                                         
blindly trust everyone: this is what Svendsen (2008, p. 99) calls “naive trust”. However, when we grow                                 
up we learn not to trust everyone: this is what Svendsen (2008, p. 99) calls “reflected trust” and it is                                       
what we ought to treasure. It is obvious that some people or things should not be trusted. However, if                                     
trust was completely lost, social relations would also be lost and therefore society could not function. As                                 
Svendsen (2008, p. 98) says, “Social fear undermines spontaneity as regards other people, and as such                               
undermines social relations”. The point is that we need trust in order to fight fear. Imagine having to think                                     
through every danger that could potentially hit you: you would probably not even dare to get out of your                                     
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own front door. This is of course an extreme scenario, but risk society tends more and more towards                                   
this extreme. This is also comparable to cycling: if we were to imagine each danger that could hit us                                     
when cycling we would probably be forever discouraged to ride a bicycle, because our imagination is                               
infinite. It seems paradoxical that the more security measures we take the less secure we become.                               
Svendsen (2008, p. 93) believes that “It is difficult to decide what is cause and what is effect here” and                                       
“It is most likely that they have an intensifying effect on each other”. This could be said about the usage                                       
of bicycle helmets: it is unclear whether fear leads to an increased usage of helmets or whether the usage                                     
of helmets leads to an increased fear. Secondly, fear overrules rational thinking. For instance, most                             
persons that are afraid of flying with airplanes do not evaluate statistics when evaluating the risk                               
associated with flying, if they did they would find out that the risk of getting into a plane crash is infinitely                                         
small. Also, in the mid­1980s many Danish families would drive their children to school with the idea of                                   
driving being the safer choice. From a statistical point of view, there are many more car­related                               
accidents than bicycle­related accidents taking place, so cars are not safer. What might have lead these                               
families to choose the car instead of the bicycle was the promotion of cars as a safe means of transport,                                       
and the promotion of the bicycle as a not as safe means of transport. Fear is thus “immune” towards                                     
rationality. The irrational nature of fear, makes fear one of the most effective tools for social control.                                 
This is why fear is recurrently used for politics and it has been so for many centuries. Already in the 16th                                         
century, Niccolò Machiavelli realised the potential of using fear in politics. Nowadays, the mass media                             
also make a big use of fear. Fear is not just something innate in humans, it is a social construct. We                                         
could therefore see fear of cycling as a social construct. From this perspective, the promotion of bicycle                                 
helmets could be seen as the construction of fear for a danger that is actually very small. Why, you might                                       
ask, would the social construction of fear of cycling have taken place? One theory proposed by                               
Colville­Andersen (TEDxTalks, 2012) is that the focus of the public is diverted to the risk of cycling                                 
instead of the danger that motorists constitute towards cyclists. This could be because cars corporations                             
would not want people to use bicycles, because they would sell less cars. Another theory is that those                                   
promoting the fear of cycling also fear it themselves. In fact, fear is contagious and with fear, false                                   
messages can be spread quickly. 
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We can conclude that the promotion of bicycle helmets can coherently be compared to the culture of                                 
fear and risk society. Statistically the number of serious injuries and deaths related to cycling has                               
declined greatly over the last couple of decades, however the cyclists in Denmark perceive cycling as                               
being more dangerous than people have done in past decades. This phenomenon is linked to the                               
concept of risk society; a society in which everybody is at risk. The main consequence of risk society is                                     
the tendency to see everything through fear. There are typically two sources of fear, one is to treat                                   
potential risk and actual risk and secondly, seeing the worst scenarios as the actual scenarios. In the                                 
case of cycling, it is unclear whether fear causes cyclists to wear helmets, or if helmets cause fear.                                   
However, it is clear that cycling organisations and their campaigns are contributing to the social                             
construction of fear. 
Chapter 7: Conclusion 
The hypothesis of the project is; “Over the last 3 decades, the Danish government and cycling                               
organisations have become more pro­helmets, but from a theoretical point of view the efficiency of                             
helmets is questionable, and the promotion of helmets is largely based on fear”. The research concerning                               
the development of the bicycle culture in Denmark and the usage and promotion of bicycle helmets in                                 
this project, will be concluded by validating the hypothesis, and therethrough also answer the research                             
question and working questions. 
To answer the first part of the hypothesis, i.e. “Over the last 3 decades, the Danish government and                                   
cycling organisations have become more pro­helmets”, we have examined the history of the bicycle                           
culture in Denmark. Cycling really started in the late 19th century. But in the beginning of the 20th                                   
century Denmark experienced a steadily increase in the cycling trend. During the 60’s and the 80’s the                                 
level of cycling decreased slightly for different reasons. However, on the whole cycling in Denmark                             
never stopped, and it continued to grow, and thereby become a part of Denmark’s identity. The Danish                                 
government has in the last century also increased funding for the safety of cyclists. Since the 1980s, the                                   
level of cycling has steadily increased, through better cycling infrastructure, funded and dedicated in                           
order to increase the safety of cycling in Denmark. Today 16 % of all trips in Denmark are by bicycles,                                       
and about 15 % of cyclists use helmets. Today, the Danish government, along with several cycling                               
organisations, have steadily become more pro­helmet. It is worth mentioning though, that the                         
government is not in favour of helmet legislation, based on what happened in Australia and Sweden after                                 
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helmet legislation was implemented (as a result, the amount of trips made on a bicycle decreased quite                                 
dramatically). The same can be said for the pro­helmet organisations and campaigns. So both the                             
government and cycling organisations base their arguments on research indicating that helmets can                         
prevent serious head injuries. Though the Danish government and cycling organisations alike generally                         
agree that cycling in Denmark is very safe, we found that some campaigns argue that cyclists make up a                                     
large proportion of the total patients in the emergency rooms of hospitals. This part of the hypothesis has                                   
thus been confirmed, because our research has found that Danish government and Danish cycling                           
organisations have become more pro­helmet over the last three decades. 
To answer the second part of the hypothesis, i.e. “from a theoretical point of view the efficiency of                                   
helmets is questionable”, we found out very early on, that there was an ongoing debate whether or not                                   
bicycle helmets improve the safety of the cyclist. Some studies have shown statistics from surveys,                             
showing how helmets can decrease the number of serious head injuries, while other studies arguing for                               
the usage of helmets found that most people who were hospitalised by cycling accidents, did not wear a                                   
helmet at the time of the accident. Many of the campaigns in Denmark promoting bicycle helmets base                                 
their evidence on these types of references. However, although the Danish cycling organisations use                           
international studies which conclude that bicycle helmets are beneficial in increasing the safety of cyclists                             
while also decreasing the amount of serious head injuries, to support their campaigns, we have also                               
found that many studies point out negatives of bicycle helmets. Some studies states that bicycle helmets                               
only protect the users temporal area minimally and do not protect the user’s face. Other theories                               
pointed out that most serious accidents involve motor vehicles, and how in my many these cases the                                 
helmets makes little to no difference. Our research has also found that wearing a bicycle helmet has                                 
certain sociological effects on the perception of cycling. Theories such as risk perception, (the perceived                             
risk associated to a given scenario) can be heightened as a result of helmets. Wearing a helmet can give                                     
the impression that something is “risky” or dangerous. The problem with this is that if people choose to                                   
drive a car instead of riding a bicycle, they actually have a much bigger risk of getting into an accident.                                       
Through the research we have also found a spokesperson, who argues against helmet promotion, with                             
arguments such as, the Danish cycling organisations base their facts on one evidence. To return to the                                 
research question, we have found that the efficiency of bicycle helmets is questionable, while the effects                               
of promoting and wearing a helmet can in some cases be negative and in other cases be positive. During                                     
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our research we have also found studies suggesting, that if cycling organisations promote bicycle                           
helmets, it can lead to negative assumptions. Cycling organisations promoting helmets in a positive way                             
through such means as media, has shown an increased awareness and funding for bicycle safety.                             
However, some studies have shown that bicycle helmet campaigns can have negative effects on                           
cyclists’, such as the theory perceived risk which can increase. These negative effects can scare people                               
from using a bicycle. 
To answer the first part of the hypothesis, i.e. “the promotion of helmets is largely based on fear”,  
we cannot conclude that the promotion of helmets was based on fear, however fear can be used as a                                     
coherent explanation for the promotion of helmets lead by the Danish government and Danish cycling                             
organisations. The promotion of helmets seems to be bases on an exaggerated perception of risk; a                               
perception of risk which takes into account not only the actual risks but also the potential risks in a                                     
manner that is true to the culture of fear which dominates in risk society. However, we can conclude                                   
with certainty that the studies which presented theories against helmet use, based their findings on                             
scientific research and thereby used rationality as a motive for them being against helmet use. We can’t                                 
say that there is a causal relation between because of fear and acting irrationally. In other words, it might                                     
not be because we fear that we act irrationally. However, it remains a fact that the emotion of fear                                     
overrules rationality. 
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Appendix 1 - Summary 
 
Character count: 3.847 characters 
The research area involves the cycling culture in Denmark. Cycling is one of the main forms of transport                                   
in Denmark today, and it has been a big part of Denmark’s culture since the early 20th century. This                                     
project specifically looks at bicycle helmets. Today in Denmark, there is no legislation demanding                           
cyclists to wear helmets. However we would like to investigate what the government’s stance is                             
concerning bicycle helmets. The project will begin by looking at the efficiency of helmets. Some studies                               
have claimed helmets as being inadequate for safety, while other studies claim that it is a rational and                                   
logical choice to wear helmets. Lastly, this project will compare bicycle helmets promotion to the                             
concepts of “risk society” and “culture of fear”.  
In this project we use Denmark as our case country. We could have studied other countries, such as                                   
e.g. the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Canada or Australia, which also have either a dominant                             
bicycle culture or an increasing bicycle culture, and they would therefore also be interesting to study.                               
Denmark is the first country we chose to study, and initially we thought of writing exclusively about                                 
Denmark and even more specifically about Copenhagen, but we realised that the project then would                             
have been too descriptive. In order to avoid the project to be too descriptive, we researched more                                 
data, and found a new perspective on the bicycle culture in Denmark, which included the concept of                                 
fear and risk society.The project gathers data from several different sources, such as surveys, websites                             
and books. All the data used for the project is secondary data, which is also why this project has                                     
applied a deductive approach, where we start with a hypothesis, thus proceeding to “test it” through our                                 
findings by the working questions. The project includes a segment which reviews the danish bicycle                             
history. During this part of the project, several events are described, as well as how cycling changed                                 
over the years. The segment also give some final statistics concerning today’s cycling culture. 
Our research found that both the government and several cycling organisations are pro bicycle helmet                             
usage. We also found that the government is generally opposed to helmet legislation. We also however                               
found an actor with is opposed to promoting helmets. This actor claims that the promotion of helmets                                 
could seriously negatively affect the cycling culture of Denmark. 
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The Danish government and the Danish cycling organisations are currently promoting the usage of 
bicycle helmets, even though their arguments for doing so remain unscientific. Though there is only one 
prominent actor in the helmet discourse in Denmark who is opposed to the usage of bicycle helmets, i.e. 
Andersen, there are many studies and theories supporting him in the fight against helmets. 
We can conclude that the promotion of bicycle helmets can coherently be compared to culture of fear                                 
and risk society. Statistically the number of serious injuries and deaths related to cycling has declined                               
greatly over the last couple of decades in Denmark, but the cyclists in Denmark fear cycling more than                                   
they did in the past decades. This phenomenon is linked to the concept of risk society; where even the                                     
low risk of cycling, is perceived as being high risk, because of the focus on the very unlikely negative                                     
scenarios and to the concept culture of fear, which states that we see everything through fear. There are                                   
many theories such as Risk Perception, Risk Compensation, Safety in Numbers, the theory about                           
bicycle helmets not being effective with facial injuries and the theory of bicycle helmets being inefficient                               
with serious head injuries,, that prove that helmets are not efficient, but these theories are apparently                               
being ignored in Denmark, with the exception of Andersen. 
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